pH dependent kinetic studies of lipoamide dehydrogenase catalysis.
1. Kinetic studies of lipoamide dehydrogenase and its modified enzymes catalyzing lipoamide oxidoreduction and ancillary reactions at various pH are compared. 2. The asymptotic kinetics of lipoamide oxidoreductions switch between the ping pong and ordered mechanisms by varying pH of the reactions. 3. pH-rate profiles of these reactions are bell-shaped suggesting the participation of 2 ionizable residues with pK values of 6.6 +/- 0.5 and above 8 respectively. 4. The unusually high pK value for the catalytic site histidine is attributed to its involvement in an ion-pair formation. 5. In the absence of the catalytic site histidine, the pH-rate profile for the lipoamide reduction of the photooxidized enzyme is no longer bell-shaped but it is similar to those of the transhydrogenation and NADH-oxidation of the native enzyme. 6. This implies the participation of a low-pK protonated group in these reactions.